The Vantage Vault is designed for ease of handling and installation - to be locked over the casket above ground and lowered as a single unit. It can be interred using any standard lowering device.

The following step-by-step instructions describe the ease with which the Vantage Vault is installed.

Note. In order to allow the straps to pull through easily after the vault is lowered, either dig a small trench 1" deep and approximately 12" wide directly below the straps on the lowering device or use two mounds of dirt placed just to the inside of the straps.

1. Center the lowering device over the grave opening and extend it to provide clearance for the Vantage Vault dimensions (36” wide x 94 7/8” long).

2. Place three 2x4’s (approximately 42” long – one near each end and one centered) on the lowering device. If equipped with rollers, raise the rollers so that they are positioned at the same level as the top of the 2x4’s for additional support.

3. Place the Vantage base on the lowering device – butt firmly against end stop on the units with rollers – and attach the Vantage tie-down straps. (Attach optional velvet skirts)

4. After graveside services, be certain that the casket is centered on the base. Remove the Vantage tie-down straps.

5. Lower the vault dome over the casket. The base fits inside the dome. The alignment tabs in the dome must be behind the lugs on the base to get the proper alignment. This is accomplished simply by pushing up and in on the sides of the dome until the alignment tabs slide up and over the matching lugs on the top of the base. To lock, take clip and using the slightly raised alignment edges at the bottom of dome as a guide, simply catch the dome and base in the bottom of the clip. (Be sure that the clip is not between the dome and base). With an upward and inward motion, push in to engage the clip.

6. Tighten lowering straps until snug, remove 2x4 braces (center one first and then each end) and lower rollers, allowing the Vantage Vault to rest on the lowering straps.

7. Lower the Vantage Vault and continue unwinding until the strap connectors are exposed. Disengage the connectors and pull the straps from under the vault.

Note. If small trenches or mounds have been provided as suggested above, straps will pull through easily.

8. Backfill and tamp by hand until the dirt is 10" to 12" above the vault.
• Seamless Construction
• Non-Porous and Non-Biodegradable
• Measurable Difference in Strength
• 50 Year Warranty
• Sealed with Traditional Tongue and Groove concept with Special Butyl Seal
• Material withstands 6,500 lbs per sq. ft. and over 60,000 lbs of total load after burial

The Ultima combines advanced technology and time honored tradition to redefine the state of interment art. Engineered to deliver unprecedented strength-to-weight ratio makes the Ultima safer to handle and inter in any condition. Now you have secure options for your customers, who, in the end expect you to provide peace of mind during a turbulent time.

980 Aimon Road • Covington, Georgia 30014 • 800.481.3303
Or visit us on the web at: www.vantageproducts.com
Recommended Grave Opening – Width 35” to 37” – Length 94” to 98”

The Vantage Ultima is designed for ease of handling and installation. The Ultima may be intered either above or below ground. The following step-by-step instructions describe either method to be used to install this product.

Note: In order to assure ease in final assembly the bottom of the grave should be smooth and level.

1. Open the grave – prepare opening as necessary for the lowering device that will be used. See product dimensions above.
2. Place the base of the vault in the bottom of the grave. Place the lid on two or three 2” x 4” wooden boards or similar items to prevent the lid from resting directly on the ground. Remove the two pieces of rope from underside of the lid and install one piece of rope on each end of the lid. The rope is installed by pushing each end through one of the lifting eyes on the end and tying a knot in the end.

DO NOT PLACE THE LID ON THE BASE UNTIL SERVICES ARE COMPLETED. THIS SEAL IS ONE TIME PERMANENT CLOSURE.
3. Place the lowering device over the opening.
4. Perform the burial service as normal.
5. Using two people lift the vault lid using the ropes and lower onto the vault base. The vault unit is sealed using a tongue and groove engagement. It is important that one end of the lid be aligned and placed on the base before the other end is slowly lowered to allow the permanent seal to properly engage. Rope should be dropped into the grave after lid is in place.
6. After backfill, tamp by hand until the dirt is 12” to 18” above the vault.

Alternative Interment With Above Ground Casket Insertion

1. Lowering Device (LD) should be approximately 26 inches above grave opening, resting on a stand or appropriate supports.
2. Place two 2” x 4” supports over width of grave and place vault base on support boards.
3. Place vault lid on two 2” x 4” supports in proximity of grave (Do not place vault lid directly on the ground).
4. Place casket onto LD straps and/or rollers (Skirt may be placed around LD to conceal vault base and grave opening).
5. After graveside services, be certain that casket is centered over vault base. THIS SEAL IS ONE TIME PERMANENT CLOSURE.
6. Using LD, lower casket into vault base supported by 2” x 4” supports.
7. Slide LD straps off of casket (casket risers allow ease of movement) and place LD straps around vault base.
8. Using LD crank, raise vault base (with casket) until top of vault base is 6 inches above LD frame.
9. Two people lift the vault lid and place it on the vault base starting at one end. Begin the tongue and groove process by firmly pressing on the beginning end and continue along the top as the remainder of the lid is lowered in place.
10. With Vault lid and base unit united, remove the 2” x 4” base support boards and lower complete unit into the grave.
11. When vault is resting on grave bottom you may either: disconnect straps from LD and pull straps through or using mounds of dirt, on grave bottom, you may slide LD straps to end of vault for removal.
12. Backfill and tamp by hand until the dirt is 12” to 18” above the Ultima unit. Avoid dropping large rocks or frozen clumps of dirt until the vault is covered 12” to 18”. After the initial 12” to 18” of dirt follow normal interment procedures.
FULL FIFTY YEAR WARRANTY
For the Ultima™ Burial Vault

Vantage Products Corporation declares:
That all warranties herein contained shall be solely
for the benefit of the purchaser from Vantage
Products Corp. or its authorized representative or
agent, that there are no warranties except as expressly
set forth herein; that the Vantage Ultima™ Vault is
resistant to the entrance of water; and that at any time
within fifty (50) years after interment, if the
Ultima™ Burial Vaults fails in any way, Vantage
Products Corp. will replace it with a vault of similar
value. The purchaser agrees that replacement of the
vault is its exclusive remedy for any defects and/or
damages related to the vault and that Vantage’s liability
whether in a contract, in tort, negligence or other-
wise shall not exceed the replacement vault. NOTE:
All warranties and guarantees are subject to inter-
ment, handling, use and installation in strict compli-
ance with Vantage’s published instructions. The
replacement will be provided within ten (10) days, or
sooner, after notification from purchaser to Vantage’s
nearest sales branch or executive offices located at
960 Almon Road, Covington, GA 30014. Vantage
Products Corp. shall not be liable or responsible for
any demands or claims, incidental or consequential,
except as herein specifically provided. Vantage
Products Corp. will pay any normal cost incurred by
purchaser as a result of the cemetery’s replacing the
vault so long as the replacement has not been caused
by negligence on the part of the equipment operator,
other persons, or by acts of God.
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The Ultima by Vantage Products Corp. combines advanced technology and time-honored tradition to redefine the state of interment art.

Engineered to deliver unprecedented strength-to-weight makes Ultima safer to handle and inter in any weather condition or cemetery terrain. The superior V-lock sealing system seals out the elements for ultimate protection, providing the peace of mind that families expect.

Molded in color, our Basic Ultima comes in Black only. The Select line comes in Grey or White.

Features:
- Sealed with Traditional Tongue and Groove concept with Special Butyl Seal
- Seamless Construction
- Non-Porous
- Non-Biodegradable
- Measurable Difference in Strength
- 50 Year Warranty
Vantage Urn Vaults offer beauty and protection in a classic memorial model for those who select cremation for their loved ones.

Our vaults are engineered of virtually indestructible, non-biodegradable polymer blends. Like our market-leading traditional burial vaults, Vantage Urn Vaults carry exceedingly high strength-to-weight ratios. Our premium products also include an exclusive Duoseal Sealing System with latch lock, providing the ultimate in security and protection after interment.

Available in a variety of colors in attractive, granite-like finishes, Vantage Urn Vaults offer two sizes - 14 and 18-inch diameters, enough for large urns or to serve as remembrance capsules. A wide variety of emblems are also available for any religious, ethnic or lifestyle background.

Vantage products are not only aesthetically pleasing and comforting from the standpoint of security; they suit any budget without compromising quality.

Just as the memory of our loved ones endure, so does the superior quality of products offered only by Vantage - products truly engineered for eternity.